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FACILITATORS

I'm excited to know that this room is filled with great people and those who passionately thirst
after accurate knowledge. I'm Olabayo Joshua Awodirepo and I am glad to be with you all this
day. My duty this morning is just to quickly tell us a few things about Witty Writers' World, the
host of this 3-day Writers' Workshop. I specially welcome everyone.

I can see people from Ghana, France and Kenya here with us.
You're also welcome.

Witty Writers' World, as it is today, began with that feeling of not being able to hold back unto
oneself the stories that need to be told. Not just the kind of "moonlight stories", but such stories
that can transform lives and add values unto people. We all definitely have many stories to tell.
The question is; how can these stories benefit people? How can they get to read these stories?
Mind you, when I say "stories", I am actually referring to all kinds of creative writing you can
think of.
And what I've noticed over the years is that, though people wish to write something meaningful
for people to read and get value, they are scared their writing won't be well appreciated. Like
someone once said "a badly written work can be edited, but a never written work can't be".

You can read that again and let it sink.
So, sometimes in June/July 2018, Witty Writers' World was 'birthed' out of this zeal and passion
to see to it that people are given a platform where they can be trained and make their voice heard
through their ballpoint.
Witty Writers' World which I will be referring to as W3 from now on, started first as a solo
movement.
I seriously had no clue of what and what to do with W3. All I knew was that I wanted to do
something meaningful with writing and I saw the need to have a few people doing that with me.
Before then, I've been writing just for fun.
Just like some of us here, I wrote my first poem after a serious heartbreak in 2011/2012. You
know how sad love stories can bring out the creativity in you. I know you know because you too
can relate.
Well, like I said, I was just writing for fun... I wasn't writing to make any impact.
I didn't take writing as something that serious until 2017 during my NYSC (this is a 1-year
national service we do here in Nigeria after our first degree in tertiary institution).
I was opportune to serve in a capacity where my written words were needed to be put into acts
and scenes and played to an audience.

Just follow me closely friends. This would help someone at least. See friends, writing is a very
powerful tool. Whatever it is that you take pleasure in writing, don't let it just be for fun.
When people read you, let them gain value. While people were doing introduction, I saw what
you all put as your favorite books. I looked through and didn't find any book that has no value to
add.
And this is just what you also should be thinking when you write. Why will people make my
piece their favorite? Is it just about my style, or more about the value the get from it? Selah!
I don't call myself a good writer yet because I believe my school is still in session; I'm a work in
progress. But I can say, I've written a couple of things that have made me to realize that writing
isn't just meant to be a hobby, but a passion that births positive change in the lives of people. I've
witnessed the impact of written words. I needed people to see this with me and that's how Witty
Writers' World came into being. So, it's no longer "I" but "We".
We are almost 2 years and we can say that the past one and half year has been a very great one.

We've witnessed growth and we've made more impact. At W3, we make sure that our members
learn how best to use their words to make meaningful impact in the lives of others.
Yeah ... We start up with writing the rubbish until it begins to make sense. W3 is created to
encourage everyone who has chosen to embrace creativity as a means to reach out to the world at
large.
W3 is a family that needs and accommodates writers or aspiring writers who are willing to go
extra mile, take up challenges and participate in activities that will help improve on their writing
skills.

We dream of having a world of writers with influence. Writers with influence... Yes.
Our vision is to build an impacting generation of teens and youths in all spheres via creatively
written and spoken words.
We have our focus more on teens and youths. The kind of writings we promote are such that
would make more impact in the lives of the aforementioned.
We launched our official website in March. You may do well to check out
https://wittywritersworld.com .
Visit and follow us via our social media handles https://facebook.com/Wittywritersworld
https://instagram.com/Wittywritersworld .
Our mission is to train (budding) writers, organize both online and offline seminars/workshops
geared towards adding more value to others and create a mentorship forum for all those who
would like to be mentored.
We also give the platform for people to have their works posted via our blog and make it reach a
larger community of readers. Remember, the aim of your writing is to add value to others and
not just for fun.
Witty Writers' World isn't just about writing. We are also interested in doing public speaking in
secondary schools and organizing some literary events with the aim of developing and promoting
the talents in young ones. This is still something we are working on and we know it's going to
happen soon.
You can check out our blog https://blog.wittywritersworld.com for some of the works we already
have there.
We just completed a 7-day writing challenge. You can enjoy all the wonderful pieces.
To know more about us, you can check this out https://wittywritersworld.com/about.html and
this https://wittywritersworld.com/writer.html .
That's so I won't bore you with too much stories.
I conclude with this...

You too can write and you can do that meaningfully.
Welcome to Witty Writers' World
Welcome to this 3-day Writers' Workshop
I hope to learn here too.
Thanks for the follow and likes. I've been seeing your handwork.

As earlier introduced, my name is Adebola Akinlawon and the topic before us tonight is
"Elements of good writing".
I beseech you come along with me on this ride
What is writing to you?
According to englishclub.com, Writing is the process of using symbols (letters of the alphabet,
punctuation and spaces) to communicate thoughts and ideas in a readable form.
This could be in 5 forms:






Expository
Descriptive
Narrative
Persuasive
Creative

All of these forms aim at passing thoughts across from the source (writer) to an audience
(reader/readers). While some of us are good in creative writing, some are talented with
descriptive.
In anyone you decide to pitch your tent with, there are basic elements that make your work stand
out/appealing to your readers.
These elements are what we'll be looking at.

Following instructions is the starting point of any good writing.
These instructions include grammar rules, punctuation scheme and many more.

It also includes following adequate instruction when submitting any write-up for say publication,
contest etc.
Your ability to understand and interpret rules of writing is the beginning to excellent writing.
A major instruction to follow is the grammar rule of the language in which you're writing.
Examples of grammar rule are:



correct use of tenses
subject - verb agreement

I'll be dwelling a bit on subject - verb agreement
Writers, please, please and please, subject - verb agreement is basic yet very important.
It's oftentimes under - impressive to see writers write "am here" instead of "I am here".
This is the commonest example I see every day.
Writers, please understand simple grammar rules.
Another is the use of “been” and “being”.
I know the verb "to be" can be complex on its own but try to know when to use which. If it still
confuses you, buy brighter grammar or just avoid its usage if avoidable.

Faithfulness to the grammar rules of the language you're writing does not only pass your
message well and catch the attention of your reader but it also shows your level of mastery of the
language
Also understand the tenses used to express particular situations.
It's high time I stood my ground.

As incorrect this looks/sounds, it is the correct sentence.

What am I saying?
Correct grammar is correct writing.

The next is punctuation.
This is another critical instruction we should follow whenever we're writing.
A common test
Place punctuation on this sentence
A woman without her man is nothing
Okay, thanks. I love the answers I am seeing.
You'll agree with me that there's a difference between
A woman, without her man, is nothing.
&
A woman; without her, man is nothing.
&
A woman without, her man is nothing.
&
A woman; without her, man is nothing !
While we intend to pass value to our audience, let's not confuse them with our poor punctuation
scheme. A poor punctuation scheme might confuse your audience instead of blessing them.
Whatever form you're writing, be it creative, descriptive or the others, the following should not
be missing:





Focus of your work - don't just jam everything up. What is your focus?
Organization of your work - punctuation, grammar, choice of words etc.
Clarity, concision and precision - Say what you mean, as clearly and concisely as
possible. Vagueness or ambiguity suggests to the reader that you're not sure what you're
writing about.
Don't use shorthand - Always remember that abbreviation does not depict top notch
writing.

Poets, please don't hide under poetic license to perpetrate grammar blunder.
Lastly, don't forget your audience.
The "goodness" of any writing lies in the ability of its audience to understand and interpret the
writers mind properly.
Imagine you're writing to primary school students and you're writing Shakespearian English.
Even if everything is on point, one thing is not on point - your register.
Always mind your audience when writing.
Poetic license is the freedom of a poet to deviate deliberately from normally applicable grammar
rules.

Questions from participants
Question 1
At what point does one get a poetic license?
And who hands out the license to one?
Response
Poetic license is not a certificate or a degree that you have to bag from somewhere; rather, it is a
term traditionally used by poets when they have ignored some of the rules for grammar to bring
out a particular effect or rhyme or to fall into a particular rhythm or scheme.
It's not like drivers' license that you learn, take a test before it's handed to you but a level of
fame/recognition in writing will make people not roll their eyes at the blunder.
Let's take Soyinka for example. He does break grammar rule to pin a point and we take it as
correct verbatim.

Question 2
You'll agree with me that there's a difference between
A woman, without her man, is nothing.
&
A woman; without her, man is nothing.
&
A woman without, her man is nothing.
&

A woman; without her, man is nothing !
Could you please tell us the difference?

Response
The meaning intended in each is different... We're dealing with pragmatics here.
A woman, without her man, is nothing - without a man in a woman's life, she is nothing.
A woman; without her, man is nothing - man can absolutely do nothing without a woman.
A woman without, her man is nothing – “without” here means outside. (So let's say a married
woman decided to not come home maybe after a fight or something), her man is nothing..
Meaning, her man can do nothing.
A woman; without her, man is nothing ! - this is laying emphasis on the emptiness of a man
without a woman.
For punctuation, one must be very careful.
a. Let's eat, mummy.
is totally different from
b. Let's eat mummy.
and they both have exactly the same words.

Question
Are there applications or websites one can use to proofread one‟s work?
If yes, which ones do you personally recommend?

Response
Yes,
there
are
sites
such
as
https://www.onlinecorrection.com
,
https://www.grammarcheck.net/editor/ , https://www.grammarly.com/grammar-check and many
more but I do suggest that the role of an editor cannot be undermined.
Give your work to trusted editors to proofread for you. You sometimes cannot see your own
mistakes.

Conclusion

I want to hope that you've been able to learn one or two things from my long albeit simple talks.
Don't shy from writing that thought of yours, it'll definitely help someone.
Never think your thoughts are too small to be of help - that in itself is the beginning of failure.
Good writing is not in heaven, it is right in you! Just pull it out.
Many thanks to the coordinator of this program; I take pride in this singular opportunity to be
here!
More wits, more ink, more papers!!!
I remain my humble self, Adebola Akinlawon.

Well today and now, we want to fun-fully consider the keys to writing a good poem...
I think Poetry is a house with many doors, so we need KEYS.
Well, the thing about POETRY is the language... And when you start writing poems, you may
become so good that you begin to write other profitable things like copies, headlines and so on
and so forth.
So let's start with this question.
WHAT DOES A BAD POEM LOOK LIKE?
Is every poem good?
If there are no good or bad poems, why do we need KEYS to Writing the so called GOOD
ONES?
Before I dive into the unique proposition I've prepared, let me quickly say this:
THERE ARE CONVENTIONAL ACADEMIC POETRY PRACTICES, but then, majority of us
here may want to write unconventionally, just scribble words and make sense to the reader.
I will share a link later for those that may want to read further about these conventional elements.
So, either conventionally or unconventionally, I have prepared what I tagged THE 4M’s, and
that simplifies the process of melting the key to a good poem that opens virtually every heart that
reads. And I'll share a few of my latest works.

So, you are a poet and you have P-square (Pen and Paper) before you...

You want to write, these 4M's could guide you to scribbling something that will evoke the
emotion of many people near and far.

What's the Muse?
Like I have here, it could be inspirational object, persons, event, issue, dream, celebration, war,
reconciliation, friendship. Something must trigger you to write.
For Bayo and several of us, it was either break heart or heartbreak. There is a pin to the pan that
leads to the pun.
There is a flow from the inside or a disruption on the outside that triggers you to wield the pen.
Sometimes, like me, you can't stop yourself from freezing and just penning or typing it out.
I've written many of my best poems on transit, inside Keke, Danfo, on board or mentally arrange
them on bike or I'm even talking to you, and my muse just nudges me.
So there must be an inspiration, a crisis or conflict or an attraction. It's like the fuel that gets you
moving in the first place.

What's the message?
I'd like you to think of yourself as a prophet. If you look at the word PROPHET carefully, one of
the words you get out is this P - r - O - p - h - E – T.
See that word? Yea!
The Message, so every poet is like a prophet with a message, and his muse is God.
Your message is your content, your burden and your opinion about the SUBJECT MATTER.
Many conventional Poets treat the Subject Matter as the first thing in the element, but I think it‟s
part of the MUSE. A subject matter can trigger you to write.
So the first key is THE MUSE, and the second is THE MESSAGE.

Now to the third point...

Now, this is where boys are separated from men.
This is where you define yourself, your uniqueness and your peculiar voice. If you're a
performance poet like me, it addresses issues like unique voice too. When I'm performing, and
you're listening, without seeing my face, you should know I'm the one.
The difference between all the poets that I read on the Witty Writers‟ World website is simply
the MASTERY OF THE TOOLS.
What are the tools?







Diction
Imagery
Figures of Speech
Symbols
Line and stanza arrangement
Punctuations

And so on...
It's like giving somebody ingredients to cook, how the person uses them determines the kind of
food you get... And most times, two people may look-alike but don't cook-alike or write-alike.
Each one of us since we started writing poems are like chefs, with the tools, we determine the
amount of figures of Speech to use and so on.
My first poem was terrible because I wanted to have all the ingredients and condiments. I wanted
my readers to read and say, hmmmmm osheyyyyy, see ororo of irony, hmmmm see Maggi of
simile, cheeeeee see curry and thyme of hyperbole ooo.

So you must master your tools moderately. Now I just write... If you like, carry Poetry Police
come dey find figures of speech, I won't hesitate to write this - Matured Poets have mastered
what to do with words and create stunning imagery with ordinary words. That comes with
writing consistently.

Finally, the last point...
Now, this point is what determines how far your poem goes... Conventionally, some people
believe in ART FOR ART SAKE... Like biko make we just write am as e dey hot.
Well I don't think so, that's why my poems are springs of life... Because of this

Please, that poem you're writing, what's the purpose?
When the lockdown started, I encouraged a few poets through my @poetsinlasgidi platform to
do #14PoetsAndPoemsOfHope, and the purpose was simply to give hope to the entire world.
Below are two of the poems I wrote.

Your poems must have a mission... It must have a target audience. And it must have an
expectation such as WHAT DO YOU EXPECT PEOPLE TO DO AFTER READING THE
POEM? Learn a lesson, change their mind, repair their broken relationships or just chop gala
and drink fayrouz.
Thank you all so much for staying here with me, una no lemme dey lonely.

As a parting point, I want to give us a quick assignment.
This link below is to one of my greatest poems. It was shot by goal.com during the 2018 FIFA
World Cup in Russia.
Watch the video, and tell me any of the four keys you can find in it.
You can please retweet too.
https://twitter.com/angelitonpinre/status/1007154170204442624?s=19

Questions from participants
Question 1
If a poet loses muse, should the poet continue writing or stop?

Response
Well, I've been trying to lose my muse since I started writing, but I don't know how to. The
Muse, according to conventional Poets, is someone or something divine, an external being.
But to me, my muse is both INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL... It could be internal joy or trauma,
and it could be external love or hatred. Trust me, you can never run out of that cycle, either of
them is happening to you every time, MAY BE YOU'RE JUST FATIGUED or TOO LAZY
TO WRITE AT THAT MOMENT.

Question 2
How do we handle and react to little or no feedbacks to pieces we share, though we think it is
mind blowing and all sort?

Response
Well this right here, is in the fourth M...
Honestly speaking, you can control the first three, but this last one, IT'S BOTH IN YOUR
REACH and OUT OF YOUR POWER.
This is it, if you write a poem and you consider it good subjectively, someone might read it and
consider it fair objectively.

Should I say you should pray, or keep writing, or keep sharing or keep soliciting for individual
support or sponsoring your posts or whatever else you can do... Just keep doing all. Keep writing
and putting on their faces, they will soon get used to you a d somehow they'll respond.
We all feel that disappointment from people's passive reactions.

Question 3
Does muse flow naturally or can it be induced?

Response
Both ways…
Naturally, it can flow from personal experiences. I mean you could just get your salary alert now,
and start writing about money
Externally, you could wake up on the left side of your mat (don't let me say vitafoam ) and if
your house has a window, you just see the rising sun, and you are inspired to write about
RISING HOPE.

Question 4
On the average how many minutes or hours does one take to write a piece?

Response
No particular time, but may be depending on the length of poem and the complexity of the idea
you're trying to caption. But generally, it depends on your ability to tidy up your thoughts on
time.

Question 5
Is it necessary I put my poems in lines and stanzas? Or I can just write one long stanza as my
own style? (as per poetic license)

Response
This question already has the answer... You can do anyhow you like. But conventional practices
might demand you arrange them in particular way, especially if you're writing for children, you

may need to conform to the order so you don't distraught the idea of definitive poetry we told
them

Question 6
Is there a particular pattern of "stanzadizing" (putting into stanza - my English) that I must use or
I can choose to group my poems into stanzas the way I want?

Response
You can be creative with it. (Speaking in my authority as the Angel of Poetry, but no try am for
Cambridge ooo). I used to be on poetrysoup.com, and before you submit any poem, you have to
choose the type of conventional poem you're writing before it's accepted or ranked. But on Witty
Writers‟ World, every poet enjoys the liquidity of choice of poetry arrangement they want.
It's just like that, either the platform standard or your personal uniqueness.

Question 7
Does writing poems make me a spoken word artiste or that has a different patter of its own?

Response
No, it's like saying because a journalist writes colorfully about football, then he can play.
Writing is an art, Spoken Word is an act.
You have to grow your act. You may not even need to write, if you're a good actor, you can
perform spoken word impeccably. The elements involved in the act of spoken word are not the
same as that of written words.
The gestures, pronunciation, intonation, vocal variation are all the graceful beauty of the
performance poet. So that could be learnt and developed.

Question 8
But one can be both?

Response
Sure, like I am. Just like one can have gold in his hands and also have God in his heart.

Question 9
What do you do when writing a piece and suddenly the "tap" gets turned off? And fiam, nothing
is coming to mind again for days even after revisiting; still the tap just won't open?
Suggest a way out please.

Response
Leave the tap, and go and fix your pumping machine.
Sometimes, you have to take a break for seconds, minutes, hours, days, weeks and even years,
and come back to the poem.
I have a poem since 2015 during NYSC days that I'm yet to finish up.
Whoiz wrong with me abi? Norin, I've just lost the spur for it. The Muse for the poem is now an
ex, so you understand. It‟s not a love poem, it's a natural poem that she inspired and I just
couldn't finish it. Now she's happily married, maybe I should call her and reboot the muse.
The point is, it's either your head is full, you need to take a break, or just painfully accept that
you are not up to it and look forward to the fresh one.

Question 10
How can one make money from writing poems?

Response
I make money from performing at weddings, birthdays, churches... I never made so much by
writing but you can Google up some websites that remunerate Poets.

Question 11
You mentioned something about yourself, how you write sometimes while in a cab, or keke, or
while talking to anyone, you could just get inspiration and start writing.
Now, is that a habit common with all poets? And for those that don't do it, does it mean they
aren't born poets? Or that they don't have poetic calling?

Response

Poetry is man's meaning to man. Nobody is a born poet ooo, everybody learns the art and the act.
But while we all learn primarily some people are able to express themselves optimally and also
develop the craft organically.

Let me leave you all with this http://learn.lexiconic.net/elementsofpoetry.htm .

The Theme for this session is THE ART OF STORY WRITING. So, I won't dwell on laying
foundations on Writing.
When we talk about story writing, it encapsulates both Prose and Drama. I'll just state some
things, and give some tips you need to write a great Story.
One of the definitions of ART is: a skill that is attained in the study, Practice or observation of a
thing. So, when we say THE ART OF STORY WRITING, we're referencing a 'Set of Skills'
needed in writing a story, and not just a story, A GREAT ONE.
It is this set of skills I'll be dishing out tonight from a Practical point of View. Of course, I can't
go theoretical. I wasn't a Literature student. I did Animal Health Technology, more like a
medical student. But to the Glory of God, I've bagged some honours in Literature.
For me, writing is innate and thanks to self-development.

Now, to the lessons/tips:
There are about five main components of a great story. And every writer must gain mastery of
those components.
We have the:






THEME
PLOT
CHARACTER
SETTING
POINT OF VIEW

Theme talks of the central message/moral of the story. It is your theme that inspires your IDEA.
To write a wonderful story piece, you need more than good sentence construction. You need a
theme. It is a theme that sponsors an idea. You'll make a good writer if your view about certain
matters is the inspiration behind your IDEA.
This is my point: you can have themes such as LOVE, JUSTICE, DEATH, MYSTICISM,
SPIRITUALITY, DIVORCE, CHILD ABUSE, GENDER, etc. But you'll only make a great
story out of those if you can bend your own take/view towards any of them in making a story.
Say Justice for example, the story of MARYAM SANDA who allegedly killed her husband and
was sentenced to death by hanging. If you'll write any story from that occurrence, you'll do better
if it is fuelled by your view and not a general sentiment.
You know why?
Your enthusiasm to write will be sponsored by your feeling, anger, aggression or satisfaction.
You want people to see the case the way you see it.

It is the idea you develop from a theme that you develop into a plot. Plot is a Story Line – The
progressive unfolding of events in a story. I always advise my mentees to have an
outline/synopsis of the story they want to write.
But this is it – you may not outline the unfolding of events or idea. I regard such as Spontaneous
Writers. But when you make outlines, you're an OUTLINER.
It is great to have an outline. It keeps you in touch with the story. A story may take months and
even years to complete, depending on length and your commitment. And as such, it's advisable
to keep an outline of the story progression.
When you write, you're simply selling your idea and view about life to people, and you want
them to accept it just like you.
Another Tip before we move on is this…
After selecting a preferred theme, while creating your plot, your ideas must be realistic. Make
them real and believable. I've written fictions that made people cry. The emotions your story line
conveys depend on real-ability.

We move forward to ELEMENTS OF A PLOT.
Elements that make up a good story line which won't make your story halfway..
We have:





Opener/Introduction
Crisis/Conflict
Raising Action
Climax




Falling Action
Resolution

I'll just state one or two things about these. Openers are series of actions, descriptions, characters
that introduces the story.
Do you know NOLLYWOOD has great story lines, but they have issues with these elements of
PLOT?
Whether a reader will continue reading your story depends on the thrill your openers
communicate.
Don't put dull characters in the opening of a story. And when you even open the story, it's
advisable to start amidst a story!

The introduction opens within an action.
"Did the girl get missing in the school?"
A series of conversation, then description of other things like the office, the woman, the man, etc
It makes the reader curious. He would ask questions like:




Which girl?
Who's this woman?
And why's the man fidgeting?

Start a story amidst actions with active characters, they may not even be the protagonist
or antagonists.

Element 2 is CRISIS/CONFLICT
Conflict speaks of struggles and oppositions your main characters are faced with.
According to Jerry Jenkins, a 21 times New York Times Best Seller, Conflict is the fuel that
drives your plot! So, Conflict/Crisis is what you expand to make the story interesting, relatable
and lengthy.
CONFLICT can be INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL.
Internal conflict talks of psychological issues, etc.
External speaks of environment and conflicts raised by the antagonist.

After CRISIS, you have RAISING ACTION...
That's just a tightening of the conflict... You keep raising the crisis your protagonist faces.
You keep raising it till a point of CLIMAX.
At this point, your reader is compelled to feel the pain of the protagonist.
He would ask question like:




How would he get out of this problem?
Why did he do that at first?
Oh God, poor girl, see where you are now!

Then, FALLING ACTION
Your reader begins to see hope in the seemingly hopeless situation.
Then, A resolution
Here, you loosen the cord.
You don't leave your readers with questions like:




Who was that man?
Is this story complete?
But what happened to the file?

No! You'll lose your readership that way.

CHARACTERISATION talks of your characters – Antagonists and Protagonists.

You must make them distinct in the way they talk, the way they dress, appearance, etc.
Your readers should be able to read a particular statement and guess who said it before finishing
the paragraph!

SETTING describes your Location. If you've read Things Fall Apart and other African
Literature or Foreign ones like BLUE HILLS by Nora Roberts, You will notice that they're two
contrasting settings. Your story line dictates your setting and even your characterisation.
How can you write an African Story Line and all your characters answer names like JACKSON,
MIKE, etc. Just how? I won't read that story.
This is where RESEARCH comes in. I'm planning to set a Story in a foreign country I've never
been to. It's possible but not easy; you'll research, watch movies and read!
If you want to write on the colonial era, you will need to research! Don't write about HONDA
2018 Model or Bugatti in colonial times. That's same as an angel wearing wristwatch.
It's crucifixion of History!

Make research on things that obtained in the past in contrast to the future and present.

There are three types of POINT OF VIEWS
1. First Person POV
2. Second Person POV
3. Third Person POV
First Person: here, you go with the first person pronoun, I.
I was at his place when suddenly; a loud bang came on the door.

Second Person: here, you go with second person noun/pronoun, you.
Imagine a thing like this, you came in contact with a COVID 19 positive patient, but you remain
negative.

Third Person: here, your camera spans everywhere and anywhere.

Check the marked area.

He stepped out... The wall clock kept ticking.
You see that?
The man was out, but the writer could see what was going on in the office after he shut the door.
There are two types of 3rd Person POV.



Limited
Omniscient

Limited covers everything about a/some particular character/s. So, wherever that particular
character isn't found, the writer can't write anything about what goes on there.
Omniscient on the other hand sees with the eyes of God.
An example is what obtains in the above picture.

Here, I rest my Pen. Thanks for the privilege.

Questions from participants
Question 1
On the aspect of not using foreign names when one is writing a local story, what if he or she was
only trying to be creative? Perhaps in his mind, he wants to “be different”.

Response
Yes, it depends on the genre you're writing too. Epic? Emotional? Comic?
If you're trying your hand on an Epic, just stick to realistic names. Would you imagine Chinua
Achebe naming IKEMEFUNA as CHARLIE? It won't be real.
That wouldn't do for an African Story. We'd reject it that it's not our story. But if it's just
fantasies, you are free to diversify characters.

Question 2
Sir, in a case of a story for a film, can't you stop halfway so your audience can anticipate a part 2
or more as the case may be?

Response

Yes, you can. But they must have a grasp of substantial part of the story.
In a wonderful script, what should lead people to other parts should be unresolved suspense.

Question 3
What POV did The Alchemist's writer use please?

Response
I'll say Third Person Omniscient. Let me shed more light on this
Even when you use a third person Point of view (either limited or omniscient), you still focus
more on your protagonist and everything around him.
But you know all the characters and what goes on in their minds. You're a god in this script.
You're everywhere. So, once in a while, you can delve into what happens in the absence of your
protagonist.

Question 4
Uumm, how do I read your work?

Response
Books and Spoken Word Poems:
FREE SPOKEN WORD POETRY
"GLORY Amplified" http://www.reverbnation.com/open_graph/song/31585454
A COUNTRY OF BLOOD" https://www.reverbnation.com/q/7mw27t
"When God is Silent" https://www.reverbnation.com/q/7mzfws
"WHEN YOU SAY YOU LOVE ME" https://www.reverbnation.com/q/7n1wh2
"FOR GIRLS AND BOYS BURNT BLACK" https://www.reverbnation.com/y q/7n2sh8
"SamuEL" https://www.reverbnation.com/q/7n2sjf
#EIGHTH_SPEECH

BOOKS








Girl In The Portrait (Novella) - #1000
Love Song and Other Songs (Poetry) - #500
Apocalypse (Short Stories) - #500
Testament of a Mad Man - free
Roses are Read (with Ogechi Veronica) - #500
When the Music Fades (with Victoria Fasola and Taiwo Nifemi) - #500
Cold Flames (A memorial of my only sister) - #500

Payment method
Pay to 0127922105 - GTBank, then send chat me up to receive the eBooks.
Get Audio Messages and Songs free on Telegram via this link: T.me/Samuelayoade
Download
Songs
and
Spoken
Word
www.reverbnation.com/Samuelamazingayoade
Those are links and means to get some of my works.

Audios

free

on

Reverberation:

Our first question today
What is writers block? Sir Olabayo, can you please explain to us?

Response
Mr Olabayo: Thank you for the honor ma. Chai... Writer's block... Permit me to begin this with
a quote from Charles Bukowski, a German-born American poet, novelist and short story writer
"Writing about a writer’s block is better than not writing at all." Writer's block itself is worth
writing about. What's this thing? Going through some research, I found out that writer's block is
something that has affected even the greatest writers in history. Just in case you're experiencing
it, do know that it is not so abnormal. From a little bit of research, I found out that writer's block
is a condition, primarily associated with writing, in which an author loses the ability to produce a
new work, or experiences a creative slowdown.
The condition ranges in difficulty from coming up with original ideas to being unable to produce
a work for years or getting stuck at a particular stage while writing. It could happen when you
don't have much knowledge of a subject-matter or your timing is just wrong. That thing that
happens to you and you feel like just giving up on a good idea you're trying to put on paper is
writer's block... And yes, that doesn't mean at that point, you can't write something else
successfully.

Question 2
Mr Amazing, as an author of books would you say you have gone through writer‟s block? If yes,
how did you overcome it? What are the causes of writer's block and what can one do when faced
with writer's block?

Response
Mr Amazing: good morning everyone. Yes, I would like to state that Writer's Block is in two
ways. Total Block - You may just lose enthusiasm to scribble anything or partial - you may lose
your muse on particular themes.
But as a writer, you shouldn't lose yourself. One of the causes of Writer's Block is
DEPRESSION. But depression simply causes a partial block. Or why do you think depressed
people find their muse to write dark poems and suicide notes? So, even when you're blocked, as
my brother Mr Olabayo stated, the block is something to write about.
I have a poem titled I HAVE STOPPED WRITING.
I wrote it when I felt blocked and it was a great piece. Therefore, I'd rather say what we mostly
experience is THINKER'S BLOCK. You can't follow a particular line of thought to scribble

something, does not mean you won't do well if given another theme that same time. This is why
you can have a story line but the idea won't just flow.

Question 3
Mr Angel, How lengthy a period can one experience writer‟s block before seeking help?

Response
Mr Angel: Well, like I implied yesterday, with no technical tag, writer's block is to writers what
traffic is to LAGOSIANS, it means you're not the only user of the road. Same way, it means
writing is not the only life concern for you.
So, how long? As short as you personally get over it and as long as you worry about it.
It's an interruption, internal or external concern, an additional or subtracting element, sometimes
you can walk away, sometimes you can stay put figuring it out. Seeking help, if necessary should
be either online resources or reading a material similar to your subject matter.
But this block is not a DEFICIENCY.
I once experienced telling a friend about writer's block, and he bastardized the poem. The poem
is still on coma. Let's not forget how PERSONAL the craft of writing is, before any external
person comes in, you want to be sure you've done due diligence, done first and second draft.
Your poem or story is not PHD THESIS, so it doesn't need your supervisor's red biro all over it.
It just needs you to go deeper. Sometimes it's caused by shallowness on the subject matter. It's
like wanting to write about Covid19 and you have not read any medical release about it.

Question 4
Miss Adebola, The fact I don't experience writer's block, is that a result of my writers prowess?
Because I know some people who believe that writer's block doesn't exist.

Response
Miss Adebola: That you don't experience writer's block does not inscribe the position of gá at
the top on you. It might be that you are streamlined to a particular line of thought and you're not
dynamic. It might also be that you've become better and better and you're flexible to write on
almost anything.
It could also be that you've not started writing from within. Remember our biology textbooks are
written too.

And finally it could be that you're just good with words.

Question 5
Between male and female, who is prone to experience writers block more? Some people ask this
question because they feel men do more because of the problems they have to deal with daily.
And again, writer‟s block is sounding like a man's middle name.

Response
Mr Olabayo: Well, I can't categorically say that men suffer writer's block more than women.
Or maybe I've never thought of this before sef.
Part of the things that cause writer's block is stress and this can happen to anybody. When you're
stressed, your brain may not be able to picture words the way they should be.

Who gets stressed more? The men? Or the women?
Chai... I don't know how the break the legs of this table.

Mr Amazing: Okay! We may need a statistical analysis to answer this question. We should take
a survey of writers suffering from writer's block and what time they do.
If we all agree that stress and other internal trauma can lead to Writer's Block, then, I'll give it to
the women, they undergo stress monthly na. But seriously, writer's block is more psychological
and internal than an external stress factor.

Mr Angel: I really don't think genderizing writer's block is necessary. What is important here is
that both sexes experience it. Should it matter whether men experience it more than women or
vice versa?

Miss Adebola: I won't categorically state who gets what the most for there hasn't been any
research figures done in this line. Stress on its own is as difficult to explain as the word is itself.
What quantifies stress to you? What type of stress are you looking at? And many more.
Placing a gender on who gets blocked the most will be an endless search and might even cause
some bias as I am seeing already. Anybody can be blocked.

Mr Olabayo: Using my Witty binoculars from this angle (Mr Amazing‟s point of view), I would
say that women may suffer writer's block more than men especially when their muse is attached
to someone they are in love... When he adds to their happiness, everything flows but when his
head touch, babe's head will be blocked to write.

Question
How do we overcome this challenge?

Response
Mr Amazing: Whenever you're blocked, it's an opportunity to refill yourself. Read, see movies,
interact with nature, walk with friends, etc. Eat as well. These things create a build -up of
emotions in you to fuel your Muse.
Sometimes, Blocks are just there, not because of stress, but because your muse is outta of fuel.
Fuel it.

Mr Olabayo: I pulled this from a blog post I wrote in 2018. I will send the link later for you all
to read more...
How do I overcome writer's block?
1. When you experience writer's block, one of the quickest way to recover (for me) is to read
inspirational quotes.
2. Take a break from writing and spend some time with someone who makes you feel good.
Writing deals with the state of the mind.
3. Read a book. Not all readers need to be writers but all writers must be readers
4. Eliminate distractions. One of the easiest mistakes you can make as a writer is leaving your
data on when you begin to write (except it is needed).
5. Understand the kind of atmosphere that works well for you.
https://blog.wittywritersworld.com/2018/09/writers-block.html , For further reading, please
check this out.

To the speakers who have gone ahead of me and done a very wonderful job, I celebrate you all.
The best way you can show your appreciation is to ensure you apply what you learn here.
Beyond the emojis and comments, apply.
I really love the 4 M‟s
Muse
Message
Mastery
Mission
I‟ve saved these in the deepest part of my heart.

Let‟s go to our business for this session – Publishing your own Book.
Why do you even need to get a book published?
As a writer in today's world, it's important you keep writing, but more important you're known as
a writer.
You must be known as a writer.
For you to be known, you must be seen.
For you to be seen, you be visible.
For you to be visible, you must have something (s) pointing people to you.
For you to have something pointing people to you, you must have done something.
Your success as a writer starts with your being seen and accepted as a writer.

Visibility: it‟s the art of putting yourself out there.
The more you put yourself out there, the more people know what you do, and relate with you in
that manner.
So you say you're a writer and your closest friends are still calling to ask if you know any writer
they can contact for something. There's something wrong with your visibility.
How do you gain visibility and position as a writer?

1) Posting your events
You participated in a writing program?
Let the world know.

2) Posting your achievements
You were named best commenter on this group?
Best essay writer?
Post it.

3) Posting your testimonials and reviews
You helped someone write a letter and the girl agreed?
Helped someone write a breakup letter and the girl still hates him till today?
Post it.
The latter is just sarcasm.
My point is you publicising your reviews. People like to associate with who people are
associating with. People like to go where others are going – The Law of Association.
When people see what others are saying about you, they want to associate. However, take
permission from clients before publicising their reviews.

4) Publishing your own book
This is one of the greatest visibility boosters.

As a writer, your book:
1) Positions you as a strong force in your field.
2) Further emboldens your message in peoples' hearts.
3) Gives you a track record.
4) Shows the world that you're the indaboshky.
You aren't here to joke!

Publishing a book is very easy in 2020. Thanks to the internet- self publishing.
Let's quickly run through the steps.
How to get your book published
1) What are you writing about?
Pick your area.




Comic
Tragedy
Spiritual

Whatever it is, pick.
And then ask yourself: why do I want to write about it?
Your book must solve a problem. It must solve a problem. That's when you get people to buy it.
It must meet a need.

Another question:
Who is my target audience?
Who am I writing for?
Be very specific. Not everyone is your audience. Why would that audience want to read it? What
will your book do for them? If you don't have answers to these, you're writing for yourself.

Then ask yourself: do I have adequate knowledge in the area I've chosen?
You don't package a book and fill it with balderdash. Your book isn't where you test run or see if
your brain is working well – No. You must get adequate knowledge. People are reading to know,
or to know that they don't know.

2) START WRITING
If you don't write, what would you publish? Today, many writers are audio writers. They have
libraries of books in their head and different jotters of book titles. Sadly, paper isn't reality.
If you don't write, there's nothing you're publishing. Writing is hard work. It demands
consistence and attentiveness to details.

3) GET FEEDBACK ON YOUR BOOK
This isn't editing. It is sending the work to a few 'sensible' friends and seeking their opinions.
Don't make the mistake of writing what you would like. You are writing for your audience, so
you write what they like. Except you're writing for yourself. This feedback will help you see
from your readers' perspective.
When I started writing the novel I'm about publishing, my fiancée came over and I gave her to
read. She started. Her face started changing and then she got angry at a point. "Praise, why didn't
you ever tell me of this girl?" she asked
I burst out laughing. Biko, it's not my story o! I only used the first person narrative. I knew I was
hitting home!

4) CHOOSE A BOOK TITLE
Don't choose a title before writing or you'll write yourself into a corner. Write first and then
choose a title after.
Your title must be:









Simple.
Understandable.
Something that hits home.
Something that would resonate with your reader.
Short, clear and concise.
Something that evokes emotional response.
Something that would make your reader want to get your book.

5) GET AN EDITOR
This is a major determinant of your book's success. I can't stress this enough o!
Blowing ibun (blunder) is dangerous to your health as a writer. Reading through one of the
classes, the facilitator talked about am and I'm. You mustn't make such mistakes!
His - is
Have- I've
Am going
Am coming

Please stop it!

This is why you need an editor
For:




Grammar.
Structure.
Spellings.

Don't say you can manage and try to edit yourself. No. The danger in this, no matter how good
you are, is that you'll read your words how you wrote them and not how they appear.

6) GET A BADASS BOOK COVER
Your book cover captures attention! Your book will almost always be judged by its cover. Get a
professional to do it for you. I know you're learning how to use Adobe Photoshop
Biko (please)! Don't use your book cover to test run.

Don't cover everywhere with red and black like it's a manual on How to become a Sango
worshipper.



Simple style.
Right colours.

7) SENDING TO THE PUBLISHER
The publisher formats your book, gets it into shape, does the line arrangement, paragraphing and
spacing.
Your publisher could do the editing and book cover design. Now, your book is published.

8) PRICE YOUR BOOK
Your price comes from:



Knowing your audience (What can they afford?)
Knowing the value (How valuable is the information contained in the book?)

If you overprice, you may lose people to buy.
If you underprice, your book may lose perceived value.
As a starter still gaining visibility, you may offer your book free so people get accustomed to
your work.

9) RAISE AWARENESS

This should start from the moment you start writing.

Give us tips/ snippets.
Whet our appetites.
Make us look forward to your book.
And when it lands, you've successfully raised people's perception. You could do pre-launch
offers. Take out days to talk about it online. Perception is key.

10) DEVELOP A MARKETING PLAN
If you don't, all you'll get is:
Wow, well done o.
Who does well done help na? Nobody.
When the money starts rolling in, you know you've done well.

How do you market?
1) Run paid ads on social media. Get someone who's knowledgeable to help you out.
This would help you target the exact audience type you want.

2) Use affiliates. I use this a lot. I get people to publicise my book at an agreed percentage.
People work better when they have something to gain.

3) At events. You go out to speak? Publicise your book. Put it on your media platforms also.
Use the book cover as your display picture. You're the greatest marketer of your book.
Nobody but you! So, I challenge you here to start that book and get it published before July ends.
You can do it. Publishing a book won't cost too much. Make a good deal.

What do you want the world to tell of you?
Writers write, so you must write.
Soon, your books would begin to open doors for you and get you audience in high places. It
cannot happen in your mind but when you start writing.
Don't say there are many books out there o! There are a billion and one, but there's still space for
yours. There's space for every bird to fly freely in the sky.
Choose an area. Start writing! Be disciplined.
Don't stop.
Get it published.
Let at least one published book carry your name. E get why.
Thanks once more for having me.
I believe in you.
Cheers to your success.
May the odds be in your favour.

Questions from participants
Question 1
Is one editor enough to edit ones work?

Response
Definitely! Get the right person. One who has a verifiable track record – a professional. With
this, you've got no problem.

Question 2
Thank you for the great session. So what if I have a story in my head but I don't know how to
articulate the words down or how to make it at least fairly lengthy, what can I do?

Response
Just write. Stop the what if's. Write anyhow. Just keep writing.

Trust me, you'll gain clarity on the way. You'll be more motivated and you'll get better ideas.
You just must start writing. I've written books for months. I get to the end, read again and start
seeing areas to add to.
This wouldn't have been possible if I didn't start. Even if it looks like jagajaga (not well
arranged), just write. Bother about the rest later.

Question 3
Is writing a book easier than writing a story? Myself for instance, I find it kind of difficult to
write a short story, talk less of writing a whole book. Are there some things we need know in that
regards?

Response
A book could be about a story, so it's still the same process.
You find it difficult to write a short story?
Start writing a short story. That's the way out.
Also, change your perception of 'a whole book'.
It's the same process as the one I outlined.
Pick an area of focus, and write.
A book tells a story.

Question 4
Are the comic, tragedy, spiritual that you mentioned earlier the only genres one could write on?
If there are others please make it known to us sir.

Response
You can write on anything.
The three main genres are:




Prose
Poetry
Drama

Then you pick your area of focus:








Love
Romance/erotic
Spiritual
Motivational
Financial
Educational
Health

Anything.

Question 5
Sir, you said something about self-publishing; I would like you to bring more clarity to that.

Response
We have self-publishing companies today that are registered under CAC and they can publish
your books as eBook. Instead of you going to the printing press and going through the processes
of getting your book into a hard copy (which would still be necessary) self-publishing makes it
easy. And it's cheaper. They publish your book online and bring it to you as eBook. This is what
a lot of people do today. You'll just see the front cover design on Facebook and they put it on
social media.
Self-publishing is still the same as publishing your book in hard cover but the difference is that
one is online and the other is hard cover. Though many people do both but those who do not
have money for the hard cover do the eBook first.
But note that any self-publishing has to be done with a self-publishing firm.

Question 6
How much would it cost one to get one's books published?

Response
If you get a better offer, it would cost you about thirty thousand naira. But if you've edited it
already, it could be around fifteen to twenty thousand naira. Just get a very good publisher and
be able to strike a good deal with him/her.

Question 7
I've heard of people selling their books as "e-copy" via Mail or a website. How can one go about
this?

Response
Once you've published your book and you want to start publicising it, you could get your own
website or a landing page for it. On that landing page, you'll put the picture of your book there.
Put a link where they can download the book or where they can first pay before downloading the
book.
Write about the book, the benefits it has, why they need to get it. When they see this, they feel
"wow! this book is wonderful". Then they go ahead to click on the link so as to make their
payment for the book. When you get the payment, you send it to their e-mail address. This is just
another way of selling your book. It's an eBook, so you have to sell it the E-way (online).
If it's a hard cover book, you sell it directly. Just choose the one that works for you.

Question 8
In the case of e-book selling, how can one protect the book from being copied/pirated?

Response
This is why you have your ISBN number. If your publisher is registered, he'll give you your
ISBN number and your copyright. When people see this at the first page of your book, they'll
know that this work is legally yours.
When you get your book published by a registered publisher, it's copyright already. Anyone who
still goes ahead to pirate this can be sued.

Question 9
I've also heard of ISBN that people give to their book. What is this about? What value does it
add to one's book? And how can one go about getting it?

Response
International standard book number means that your book is registered anywhere in the world.
You don't need to bother about getting it. Once your publisher is registered, ISBN comes with
any book he publishes for you. Just pay your publisher and he'll get it for you.

Question 10
Can I call myself a published author even though my work isn't directly published through a
publishing firm?... I mean especially in the case of e-book publication.

Response
Once your eBook is published, you're a published author. We have self-publishing today, so it
doesn't need to go through the mundane process of hard cover publishing. Your ISBN number is
what makes your book different.

Question 11
The outline you just gave us… is it applicable to research/academic writing as well?
What would you say about writing a research paper?

Response
Writing a research paper is purely academic and slightly varies.
Pick your area (topic).
Get your information.
Put it together.
Get it edited.
Then send to the body or institution you're writing for.
They do the publishing (mostly online) and it comes with a particular number identifier that's for
your paper alone. If it's in a hardcover, it comes with the ISBN number.

ABOUT WITTY WRITERS’ WORLD
Witty Writers' World is an NGO (officially registered with the Corporate Affairs Commission)
borne out of the desire to encourage everyone who has embraced or wishes to embrace the art
and act of making him/herself heard through any creative means.
Witty Writers' World is more of impact oriented. At Witty Writers' World, we help train
writers and aspiring writers to maximize the power of their pen. For those who already write
well, we create a „push avenue‟ to make them write more meaningfully. Creativity is key and
bringing out the originality in an individual is our core value.
We write to make impact in people's life. We write to correct, inform, educate, motivate and
inspire others. And there is room for everyone who wants to be read by a larger community of
readers. We achieve this by making use of every social media platforms available to share the
works of individuals so many can read and be blessed.
Welcome to Witty Writers' World where everyone has a unique voice and style, where
originality and creativity are highly appreciated. We are interested in encouraging all creative
writers across the globe to make themselves get read by a large community of readers all over
the planet through all the available social media platforms we operate. You never can tell who
your works are inspiring. The joy of writing is having people who can read and appreciate them.
For this reason, Witty Writers‟ World wishes to give a louder voice to the pen of every writer
who desires and is passionate about imparting the world of young people (youths and teenagers)
through articles, short and educative stories, poetries of any form, original quotes and
inspirational/motivational write-ups.
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https://wittywritersworld.com .
wittywritersworld@gmail.com
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